Aggregator Neutral Electronic Monographic Records
Prepared by Becky Culbertson (UCSD) and George Prager (NYU Law)

Background:
Currently, accepted cataloging practice specifies that monographic catalogers create a new record for each aggregator’s version of a remote-access monograph. Some records are created deliberately as reproduction editions (through the application of LCRI 1.11A), others are created inadvertently as undetected duplicates through batchload processes, and a third category are created as perfectly correct records for distinct electronic editions. The resulting proliferation of these multiple, separate records for different versions frustrates both catalogers and users, increases the likelihood of duplication, and increases the workload for bringing together works.

Five years ago, the serial cataloging community initiated and implemented an aggregator-neutral cataloging practice record that uses one catalog record to describe “neutral” the content of a journal. This has been very successful and, parallel records aside, has resulted in a manageable number of serial records for varying formats. In a similar vein, the PCC Policy Committee in November 2007, approved the introduction of provider neutral records for remote access electronic integrating resources.

Proposal:
We propose that the monographic cataloging community follow the serials model and provide an aggregator-neutral record for electronic monographs. This idea has been developed with the OCLC database and catalogers that use the OCLC database in mind. Further exploration is needed to see whether this proposal would be workable for the Library of Congress in their monographic workflows.

The goal is to provide one bibliographic record for all the iterations of an online version of a monograph, whether it has a print counterpart or not. This concept would apply to new electronic titles, as well as to those that have existing multiple records. By allowing the main description to be as “aggregator neutral” as possible we can eliminate the need for record creation and editing, and can simplify the national database.

The automated addition of package names using an aggregator series, a 710 or other 7xx field at the LOCAL level (rather than at the master record level) should be encouraged. It is also not necessary for the URLs for any or all aggregators/publishers to be maintained in the master record, especially if the URLs are institution specific.

Basic Strategy for Choosing Records:

**Born digital**: Use fullest record—those with contents notes, LC class numbers, and LCSH.

**Reproductions**: Use record that is closest to the most authoritative print version record for that resource. Every resource that is an electronic reproduction does not necessarily have a title page—this is why it is so important to select the best version record.
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As with serials, we will rely on OCLC to develop the appropriate techniques to consolidate the records, moving the OCLC numbers of merged records to the 019 field, so duplicates need not be reported.

**Basic Strategy for Record Coding:**

Only the most important MARC fields are mentioned below. Most of the instructions apply equally to both born digital and reproduction resources. Only when the instructions are different, is the fact of whether it is born digital or a reproduction included.

1. Leader/07=s
2. 008/07-14 Born digital: use date of electronic edition. Reproductions: Use date as found on original source
4. 050/090 field. Use of the LC classification portion is encouraged.
5. 245 field. Use GMD of $h [electronic resource]
6. 246 field.
   a. Use for titles that appear on various manifestations. Example: 246 1 $i Some versions have title: $a ... It is considered helpful to use varying titles, even if you don’t own the aggregator’s resource that has that particular title
   b. Another option would be to consistently use 246 13 (Other titles) for titles appearing on other aggregator’s versions.
7. 260 field. Born digital: the primary publisher of the content—not the aggregator, should be used in the 260. Reproduction: if the resource is either a scanned reproduction or an edition that is similar enough that it could serve as a surrogate for the original (e.g., HTML), then the publisher that appears on the source version record should be used.
8. 300 field. Born digital: Use “1 electronic text” (pagination if easily available). Reproductions: Use field as it stands in the original. Another less generic option would be to use [pagination] : $b digital, PDF file
9. 4XX/8XX field. Born digital: Use as description/access point if appears on the piece. Reproductions: Use field(s) only if it is part of the original source edition. Aggregator series should not be recorded in the master record.
10. 500 field for source of description. Born digital: Use Title from ... note. See Source of Title Note for Internet Resources at: [http://ublib.buffalo.edu/libraries/units/cts/olac/capc/stnir.html](http://ublib.buffalo.edu/libraries/units/cts/olac/capc/stnir.html)
    Reproductions: Use “Description based on print version record.”
11. 506 field. Do not use unless restrictions apply to all versions and formats of the resource. If needed, notes on restricted access may be added LOCALLY. Many libraries prefer to use their own wording on restrictions in the 856 $z.
12. 516 field. Not used.
13. 530 field. Born digital: Not applicable; Reproduction: Use of subfield i in 776 field is preferred over the 530 field.
14. 533 field. Not used.
15. 538 field. Provide a mode of access note only for access methods than the World Wide Web.
16. 6XX fields. Use of LCSH and appropriate genre headings is encouraged.
17. 7XX fields. Use only as related to content. Do not use a 710/730 for package names.
18. 776 field. Born digital: usually not applicable. Reproductions: Use to link to other formats. It is recommended to use the “Insert from cited record” command in OCLC Connexion to bring in the citation. This is lieu of $c Original.
19. 856 40 field. Use only the $u and only for URLs that are universal.

Questions:

1. Would this aggregator-neutral approach be sustainable? What about the many records that are batch loaded into OCLC? Could merging ebook records be built into OCLC’s duplicate detection process, and would that further slow that process down?
2. If this proposal is accepted, how would it be announced? Should there be an LCRI? An OCLC Technical Bulletin? How would the cataloging community at large be educated about this?
3. How would a retrospective cleanup project be planned and implemented? On what kind of a timetable? With what OCLC staffing?
4. Would aggregator-neutral records be sufficiently useable to technical services departments? Unless the URLs were removed, there might be the possibility of non-working URLs in the records (for resources licensed by their institution). Would this mandate too much “local tweaking” to remove those URLs?
5. Cataloging specific question 1: For reproductions, if the cornerstone note field: “500 Description based on print version record” (up to now a serial concept) is accepted by monographic catalogers, could we dispense with the now required Source of title note?
6. Cataloging specific question 2: How to handle cataloging of editions that are simultaneously issued in print and online? Possible—1) if a usable print record does not exist, catalog the resource as an electronic edition; 2) if a usable print record does exist, either derive from that record and use the 500 DBO note OR catalog as an electronic text. This could be the cataloger’s choice—but do we need a “If this, do this … if that, do that” mechanism?
7. Cataloging specific question 3: How to handle publications that are issued first electronically and then later issued in print? Catalog as electronic texts?
8. Is the aggregator-neutral approach workable for the library community? In an environment where libraries like to be able to move whole packages of records in (and out) of their catalogs, what effect would there be of having the same one record “house” the URLs for NetLibrary, Ebrary, National Academies Press, etc. Or, looking at it from another perspective, would the library prefer to have duplicate records—one record per URL/package used by the library?
9. Is the aggregator-neutral approach workable for the aggregator community? Would the consolidated aggregator-neutral records need to be “redistributed” to the aggregators, to use in their services? Would their maintenance activities be done in or contributed to OCLC?
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Author: Shelford, Leonard, 1795-1864

Title: A practical treatise on the law concerning lunatics, idiots, and persons of unsound mind [electronic resource] : with an appendix of the statutes of England, Ireland, and Scotland, relating to such persons and precedents and bills of costs / by Leonard Shelford

Click to View:
- HeinOnline
- Making of Modern Law

Imprint: Philadelphia : J.S. Littell, 1833

Subject: Insanity (Law) -- Great Britain
Forms (Law) -- Great Britain
Costs (Law) -- Great Britain

Series: The law library ; v. 2

Description: lxx, 632 p. ; 23 cm

Note: Description based on print version record
Includes bibliographical references and index

Alternate Title: Law concerning lunatics, idiots, and persons of unsound mind

Philadelphia : J.S. Littell, 1833.

ix, 632 p. ; 23 cm.

Includes bibliographical references and index.
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